
 

 

 

NANUET LITTLE LEAGUE 

2021 SEASON WAIVER, RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND  

PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT 
   

PLAYER NAME: _________________________________________________________(hereinafter “Player”) 

PLAYER TEAM: __________________________________________________________________________ 

PARENT/GUARDIAN #1 NAME: ____________________________________________________________ 

PARENT/GUARDIAN #2 NAME: ____________________________________________________________ 

I/we, the parent(s)/guardian(s) of the Player set forth above, acknowledge that I/we have been provided with or 
have read on-line the rules and regulations currently in place, and which may be updated from time to time, 
regarding COVID-19 protocols to keep all of Nanuet Little League (“NLL”) participants safe this upcoming 
season.  Complete and updated versions of such rules and regulations may be found on the websites of Little 
League International www.littleleague.org and the State of New York https://forward.ny.gov/, respectively.    

I/we acknowledge and understand that I/we have had the opportunity, before signing this 2021 Season Waiver, 
Release of Liability and Participation Agreement (“Waiver”), to ask questions about and/or discuss any of the 
regulations currently enacted by both NLL and the State of New York.   

I acknowledge and understand that the Player assumes a risk of becoming exposed to or infected by COVID-19 
while participating in NLL activities why may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of other NLL 
volunteers, participants and their families.  I acknowledge and understand that it is impossible to eliminate the 
risk that the Player, and his/her family, may become exposed to and infected by COVID-19 when participating 
in NLL activities.  

I/we hereby give my/our approval for the Player to participate in any and all NLL activities, including 
transportation to and from the activities, provided the Player and his/her family follows the current COVID-19 
guidelines and any future revisions enacted by the State of New York and/or Little League International. 

 



 I/we acknowledge and understand that participation in baseball/softball activities may result in serious injuries, 
as well as possible exposure to COVID-19.  I/we further acknowledge and understand that protective equipment 
does not prevent all injuries to players, and that personal protective equipment (“PPE”) does not necessarily 
preclude infection of COVID-19.  I/we, on our behalf and that of Player, knowingly and freely assume any and 
all such risks associated with the Player’s participation in NLL.   

I/we do hereby waive, release, absolve, indemnify, agree to hold harmless, and promise not to sue NLL 
(including its organizers, sponsors, board members, participants, managers, coaches, volunteers, and persons 
that may transport the above named player to and from Little League activities), and/or Little League 
International for any claim arising out of any injury to the Player (including, but not limited to, exposure to or 
infection of the Player to/with COVID 19) whether such injury/exposure/infection is the result of negligence by 
NLL (including, not limited to, its organizers, sponsors, board members, participants, managers, coaches, 
volunteers, and persons that may transport the Player to and from NLL activities) or for any other cause. 

 I/we agree to allow NLL to conduct required pre-practice and/or pre-game symptom checks on the Player as 
may be required prior to each NLL activity. If the Player is ill or has any symptoms of COVID 19, I/we 
understand and agree to keep the above named Player at home, and to inform the team manager immediately.  If 
requested, I/we will take the Player’s temperature prior to his/her participation in any NLL activity and shall 
promptly report the same to the team manager.  If the Player develops any symptoms of illness (of COVID-19 
or otherwise) during an NLL activity, I/we agree to pick the above named Player up as quickly as possible.  

 I/we agree, upon request, to return any equipment that is issued to the Player by NLL in as good condition as 
when it was received - except for normal wear and tear.  I/we represent that the Player has been made aware of 
the special regulations prohibiting equipment sharing and touching the equipment of teammates or other 
players, as well as the need to avoid sharing equipment between players and other children.  We also agree to 
sanitize the Player’s equipment following each practice or game. 

I/we understand that, as per any Executive Order issued by Governor of New York or the New York 
Legislature, that if the Player or any family member of that Player travels to any states and/or country listed in 
the then enacted travel ban, that he or she, including the Player, must self-quarantine for the requisite period of 
time that is required under any statute or regulation when arriving back to their home. This includes not 
participating or attending any NLL activities (practices or games) until said quarantine period is complete. If 
NLL learns of any violation of this provision, said Player and/or family may, upon the NLL’s Board of 
Directors, be excluded from participating for the remainder of the NLL season which shall include All-Stars, 
playoffs or any other NLL event.  

Signed, 

 Parent/Guardian #1 _______________________________________________ Date: ______________ 

 Parent/Guardian #2 _______________________________________________ Date: ______________ 

Please return this signed agreement to the manager of the above named player’s team                             
prior to or at the team’s first meeting. 


